Break out Room 10

In 2027, as a result of the
work that’s been done to
reduce carbon emissions,
what will be better about

Your home?

Your neighbourhood?

Low energy - retrofitted
Less packaging
Easy to get food locally sourced, and to eat a plant-based diet
Gardens - too much concrete and artificial grass. Neglected gardens. Open up front gardens
Grants for garden renovation, education on the importance of gardens
Oscar Newman - Defensible Space
Green roof space - utilise flat concrete office space for office workers, communal space, wildlife
Better recycling - more opportunities to recycle
Fewer cars and petrol/diesel cars rare - more/better/integrated public transport
Local shops and local deliveries - locally supplied veg
Easier cycling and walking - reduce the need to navigate a safe route
Leave untidy areas on green space is beneficial to wildlife - need a change in values
Remove the use of weedkillers - SCC uses Glyphosate
Wildlife planting - pictorial meadows
Ecochurch - raises awareness of green issues locally

Your city, town or village
(depending where you live in
South Yorkshire)?
Across South Yorkshire?

Communal green space for nature
Vegetable growing opportunities
Helping people living in urban areas to feel connected to the wider ecology

More green spaces - and birdsong!
Cleaner air
Natural flood defences
Stop peat burning and much stronger legislation and regulation for game-bird shooting
More trees and wilded areas - rewilding Yorkshire
Fewer pesticides
Cleaner rivers
Encouraging people to engage with the countryside - skewed towards older white people. How
do we engage BAME, young people
How do we maintain the levels of engagement seen during COVID - how to appreciate the
countryside - not taking disposable BBQ - fire risk
Enjoy the local countryside or better public transport to the countryside - an integrated
transport system - cycles can be on trams and more on trains - guards van
People from different demographics more aware and taking action on climate change
More insects as a result of rewilding and insecticide use
More trees and wildlife on farms
A clear action plan to net zero coordinated across Yorkshire - and acted on. Strategic leadership
from MCAs and Councils
Clear metrics in place to measure total carbon footprint across the region - Leeds University
working on this (Andy Gouldson)
Empowered and engaged community - need for net zero embedded in the popular narrative
Reducing inequality and poverty - letting people enjoy better lives
Valuing metrics other than GDP to measure progress and growth - less market driven
Education

How you spend your day?

More time to make connections. Less travel. Keep the benefits of COVID crisis.
A better work life balance - combination of office and home working
Eating less meat - healthier diet

